
Where students meet entrepreneurship

Treasurer & Business affairs
Apply now!

https://contact.plnt.nl/plnt-students-board


As Treasurer & Business Affairs you are responsible 
for accounting. You arrange all finance matters such 
as collection of contributions, keeping accounts, 
presenting the budget and annual report. You 
provide the board and association with insight into 
finances, on which association plans can be built. 
Your work will be checked by the audit committee.

You are also responsible for sponsoring and 
arranging sales acquisition in collaboration with the 
PLNT Team. For example, you recruit paying 
members and generate income by establishing 
partnerships. These can expand your financial plans. 

Finally, you approach other entrepreneurs to create 
a larger network within PLNT students.

This is what we’re looking for

We expect you to

● Be passionate about entrepreneurship and innovation;
● Be part of creating a community to support new 

entrepreneurial talent;
● You are a commercial talent able to build and 

maintain partnerships for PLNT Students that create 
long-term value;

● Be organized, have affinity with accounting and 
arranging acquisitions;

● Speak and write Dutch & English fluently; 
● Be available part-time for a year (August 2022-2023) for 

16-24 hours a week; be available from May to August 
2022 for 12-16 hours a week; 

● Be at least in your second year of your study at the 
Leiden University or University of Applied Sciences 
Leiden. 



As PLNT Students Treasurer & Business Affairs, 
you are part of our team and the PLNT 
Community. You and your colleagues, as the first 
PLNT Students board, will give direction to this 
entrepreneurship association for students. You 
have the opportunity to work on your personal 
goals and skills. You increase the chance of 
starting your own startup at PLNT (or join one!). 
Talent will be recognized and rewarded! 

You will have your own workplace in the PLNT 
office at the Langegracht in Leiden.  

At PLNT you get to know the entrepreneurial 
world, expand your network and eat a delicious 
lunch from De Binnentuin every day!

This is what you gain

What we offer

● The opportunity to create a legacy for the future as 
the first PLNT Students Board; 

● (Abroad) field trips to inspiring companies & 
startup incubators;

● A physical entrepreneurial space, including offices 
and event rooms to run;

● Personal training & coaching sessions from 
experts;

● Opportunity to gain in-depth knowledge of the 
Dutch startup ecosystem;

● Access to an unique and big network in Leiden;
● Access to the best rooftop terrace of Leiden with 

every thursday afternoon (network) drinks;
● A financial compensation between €200 and 

€300  based on your work hours.

Are you interested? Simply apply online! We would 
like to see your skills and personality in a video, 
receive a short motivation and read all about your 
background and experience on your resume. 

https://contact.plnt.nl/plnt-students-board


The mission of PLNT Students is to become the student entrepreneurs association of Leiden. As the board, 
you are the face of PLNT Students. With your enthusiasm, drive and ambition you get other students moving. 
Your goal is to engage, promote and activate students that are interested in entrepreneurship, focussing on all 
layers of education: wo, hbo and mbo. These students can further develop their entrepreneurial skills within 
PLNT Students through various programs. PLNT Students organizes trainings, facilitates (work)spaces and 
offers help to build a new, large network. This way, PLNT students members can become entrepreneurs 
themselves.

PLNT encourages startups to emerge and makes them grow. We stimulate, facilitate and support 
talent to become innovative entrepreneurs. We bring together the worlds of innovation and 
entrepreneurship, literally as well as figuratively. We strive towards innovation and independence. Both 
are prompted by an intrinsic desire to make a difference in tomorrow’s world. At PLNT, they come 
together, because when worlds meet, growth follows. 

“PLNT Students combines fun with innovation and 
possibilities in every encounter.”

About PLNT Students





Any questions?

Should you have any questions or remarks? Please don’t 
hesitate to contact us!

Natasja Marchese | Marnix Verhagen | info@plntstudents.nl
Or see the linktree for all our socials!

https://linktr.ee/PLNTstudents

